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Previews
these tissues shortly after the arrival of CD8 T cells,Hide and Seek: The Immunology
consistent with their involvement in controlling the acuteof HSV Persistence phase of infection (Liu et al., 1996). Unexpectedly, how-
ever, T cell infiltration persists long after productive virus
replication ceases, which usually occurs around days
5–7 following peripheral infection. Because the virusHerpes simplex virus (HSV) has been thought to persist
itself is not actually eliminated at this point but persistsas a latent infection by completely extinguishing anti-
as a nonintegrated episome, it was reasoned that thesegen expression. In this issue of Immunity, Khanna et
long-term infiltrates could have something do with theal. challenge this view by showing that CTL specific
maintenance of latency. Here, Khanna et al. (2003) showfor antigens normally associated with active viral repli-
that the T cells in latently infected ganglia are indeedcation are crucial participants in regulating virus la-
specific for HSV. They exploited the fact that the acutetency.
CTL response to HSV in C57BL/6 mice is dominated
by a single specificity derived from the glycoprotein BHerpes simplex virus (HSV) persists indefinitely within
antigen and used MHC class I tetramers to identify suchinfected individuals. From the initial site of entry, usually
cells within the tissues harboring latent infection. Mostat skin or mucosal epithelial surfaces, HSV invades sen-
important are their data showing that established CTLsory nerve endings and is rapidly transported to ganglia
clones specific for the dominant HSV determinant sup-by retrograde axonal flow. It is in these ganglia that the
press virus reactivation in latently infected neurons fromvirus is maintained for the life of the host in a latent or
explanted ganglia. Thus, they argue that CD8 T cellsquiescent state, with episodes of periodic reactivation.
are critical for regulation of HSV latency by inhibitingThe language employed to describe reactivation illus-
viral reactivation. They propose that the latent infectiontrates the broad spectrum of such events. At the top
actually progresses further along the lytic path than pre-end is the full-blown recrudescent lesion: a cold sore
viously appreciated until the requisite antigen is pro-that is painful, unsightly, and a prominent source of virus
duced. Recognition by the CD8 T cells at this pointable to infect naive individuals. Lower on the scale is
effectively halts completion of true virus replication. The
the asymptomatic recurrence, detectable only by the
inhibition of reactivation is seen in the absence of neu-
shedding of infectious virus from the oral or genital
ronal killing and is thought to involve a contribution by
tracts. Presumably, reactivation also occurs at the gan-
T cell-derived IFN- (Liu et al., 2001), although the mech-
glionic level only, involving viral gene expression in la-
anism remains far from resolved.
tently infected neurons, with or without local production
While the data showing T cell control of virus reactiva-
of infectious virus. The precise extent to which immune tion are impressive, some caution must be exercised.
modulation versus differential viral gene expression LAT expression can be readily detected in SCID mice
controls the extent of reactivation is unknown. that have no adaptive immune components (Gesser et
The main mechanism underlying HSV persistence was al., 1994). These transcripts are classic hallmarks of
thought to be well understood. It had long been ac- latency, although replicating virus is never actually
cepted, at least in experimentally infected mice, that cleared from these immunocompromised animals. Fur-
there was no overt expression of viral antigens within ther, while recurrent lesions are not seen in mouse mod-
latently infected neurons. Latency is usually defined by els of HSV infection, there is evidence of low-level spon-
expression of unusual viral transcripts called latency- taneous virus reactivation at least at the molecular level
associated transcripts (LATs) (Stevens et al., 1987), of (Feldman et al., 2002, Sawtell, 2003). Although the num-
unknown function, but these do not appear to encode ber of neurons showing reactivation is low, perhaps just
any antigenic components. This absence of antigen ex- single cells per infected ganglia, they are juxtaposed
pression presumably circumvents recognition by the with inflammatory cells. This leads to the question: Are
adaptive immune response, leading to long-term viral the CD8 T cells there to stop reactivation or are they
persistence. dealing with the occasional rogue neuron that decides
While this account has represented a perfectly satis- to support lytic infection? Indeed, these alternatives are
factory explanation of latency, it now appears that this not mutually exclusive.
concept needs to be reassessed. This issue of Immunity From an immunologist’s viewpoint, the proposed
contains the latest and most compelling installment of mechanism for maintenance of latency poses some in-
a body of work emerging from the laboratory of Robert teresting challenges for the immune system. It is easy
Hendricks, which challenges the accepted dogma that to accept that large numbers of activated T cells are
latency is dependent on total antigenic shutdown initially recruited to infected ganglia to handle the full-
(Khanna et al, 2003). This group has systematically ex- blown virus replication seen during early acute infection.
amined events in HSV-infected ganglia as the virus pro- These T cells could then persist through to latency to
gresses from the acute phase of infection to latency, inhibit reactivation. However, not all examples of HSV
when there is little evidence of viral replication. It has persistence pass through a lytic stage of infection. It
previously been shown that CD8 T cells play a key role appears that virus can establish latency within some
in dealing with virus in the infected ganglia (Simmons sensory ganglia that have never shown any signs of lytic
infection (Speck and Simmons, 1991). Do these ganglia,and Tscharke, 1992). Replication invariably ceases in
Immunity
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However, even if the T cells found in the latent ganglia
originate from effector memory cells, they do not con-
form to the accepted phenotype, since they express
acute activation markers such as CD69. Khanna et al.
(2003) would argue that this probably reflects the ongo-
ing stimulation by the HSV antigens expressed by the
neurons harboring the latent HSV infection. In this re- Contrasting Urban and Rural
spect, the model resembles a chronic infection from the Lifestyles of Memory CD8 T Cells
T cell’s viewpoint, since T cell stimulation would persist
as long as “latent” virus remains within the ganglia,
effectively for the life of the infected individual. Whether
this results in proliferation and self-renewal of the gan- Memory CD8 T cells in lymphoid tissue exhibit an
glion-resident T cells or recruitment from another com- unexpectedly high apoptosis rate, while memory cells
partment, like the central memory pool, remains to be located in several nonlymphoid tissues do not. This
ascertained. may be because the lymphoid CD8 memory T cell
This discussion of CD8 T cell-mediated inhibition of repertoire is being continuously updated, while the
reactivation is framed in the context of stable latency. tissue repertoire is more stable.
But what happens to these HSV-specific CD8 T cells
during the periodic bouts of reactivation seen in human The fundamental processes of the adaptive immune sys-
infection? HSV’s ability to reactivate deserves much of tem are based on diversification and Darwinian selec-
the credit for its successful spread throughout the hu- tion. These operating principles are well recognized dur-
man population, yet this key component of the viral life ing the development of T cells in the thymus, and during
cycle is little studied. Khanna and colleagues have taken the induction of a T cell response, where competition
an important step in understanding herpesvirus reacti- for antigen may lead to de facto affinity maturation of the
vation by defining the immune components that inhibit T cell response (Kedl et al., 2000). Selective interactions
this event. HSV latency was for many years considered presuppose the expansion of some clonotypes and the
a most important problem in biology, but the apparent elimination of others. A paper from Raymond Welsh and
rock-solid stability of the latency in mice and the lack colleagues at the University of Massachusetts (Wang et
of observed viral gene expression during this state, cou- al., 2003), published in this issue of Immunity, shows
pled with a dearth of experimental models of reactiva- that the death rates of memory CD8 T cells differ dra-
tion, have prompted many investigators to consign this matically, depending on their location. This raises the
issue to the “too hard” basket. These findings should question whether ongoing selection of the memory
rekindle interest in an important virological, immunologi- CD8 T cell pool is similarly compartmentalized.
cal, and intellectual problem. Their basic observation is that LCMV-specific CD8
T cells exhibit a high rate of apoptosis in the lymphoid
organs but a much lower rate in the lungs, fat pad, and
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